egin forwarded message:
Subject: Fw: Obama un-bridled

NICE! Remember, this man is PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA!!!
ps: hope none of you become ill after watching this.
Not Racist
Not Violent
But---No Longer Silent!
VOTE 'EM ALL OUT!-- Let's take our COUNTRY back-----Jim

If this video doesn't convince you who this guy is, nothing
will!

" I am one of them ", Obama
.
This is supposedly the video that FOX NEWS has been trying to air that is constantly
blocked by the administration. Watch this QUICKLY--before it gets pulled -- if your
stomach allows it.
http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=tCAffMSWSzY#t=28
=

Briefly displayed over "The Evidence:" title was this disclaimer.
'Legal Disclaimer: The writers, producers, editors, and the publishers
of this video are not stating, claiming, or implying that Barack Hussein

Obama is a Muslim, or that Ohama himself claimed or admitted to
being a Muslim. Rather the writers, producers, editors, and publishers
of this video are only examining the evidence surrounding the rumor
that Barack Hussein Obama might be a secret Muslim'
Apparently, the distinction was lost on the packager of this chain e-mail
and everyone else who passed it on. The video didn't examine
anything. They merely repeated the lie with disingenuous video
editing. This is an ugly character assassination, and reflects poorly on
anyone who promotes it, but yet it gets passed all around the country.
If Fox news played this video, they would be in danger of loosing their
broadcasting license because that disclaimer would not protect them
from the stench of this B S hate propaganda. To hate Obama because
he is a secret muslim is hostile and bigoted.
A bigot is a person obstinately or intolerantly devoted to his or her own
opinions and prejudices, especially one exhibiting intolerance, and animosity
toward those of differing beliefs.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bigotry
The "I am one of them", quote was materially out of context. The full
quote in the video is;
Many Americans have Muslims in their families, or have lived in a
Muslim majority country. I know, because I am one of them.
That is not a declaration of faith.
Just because he praises the nature of Islam to assure moderate
Muslims that he recognizes they have reason to be proud of their
culture, history and faith, that does not mean he is a Muslim, nor that
he values one over the other. Praise of multiculturalism while waging
war in two muslim countries is called diplomacy.
Logic 101 dictates one does not blame all Muslims for the 9/11 attack
any more than we can blame all Christians for the crusades and the
Serbian ethnic cleansing. Anders Behring Breivik soaked up this kind
of American made anti Muslim propaganda with deadly results. By
passing around this propaganda, you are part of the problem, not the
solution.

By the way, feel the change media has no other presence on the web
besides this one hit job video. In other words, it is anonymous
slandering, available for anyone who wants to reinforce their beliefs. It
reinforced my belief in the amorality of these conservative ideological
standard bearers and their enthusiastic followers. Stupid is as stupid
does, and in this case passing around hate mail is stupid, dangerous,
and evil.
I found references to this video as far back as Nov 2009. Are you
combing through old chain mail, or is this being recirculated.

Dale

